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Luxury retail was  a winner this  holiday, according to an HBC exec. Image credit: Saks  Fifth Avenue

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Please be aware the clippings below may require a paid subscription to the listed media outlet to read an article in
full.

Today in luxury:

Reed Krakoff's take on Tiffany continues

Tiffany & Co.'s revision under Reed Krakoff has been slow going but more should be visible in the first half,
according to Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Luxury retailers big winner this holiday season: Matthew Rubel

Matthew Rubel, Hudson's Bay Company director, provides insight to the retail sector and weighs in on how some
retailers are able to compete with or hold their own against Amazon, per CNBC.

Click here to watch the entire video on CNBC

The luxury sneakers only you can buy

As an alternative to customers lining up at sneaker stores fighting for the chance to buy a designer shoe that only a
few people have, Mark Gainor and Jimmy Gorecki are offering something even more exclusive: a kick designed for
you, and you alone, says Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Previously detained ex-finance minister Assaf seen at Saudi cabinet meeting

Saudi state minister Ibrahim al-Assaf was seen attending a cabinet meeting on Jan. 2, according to a photograph
published on official media, almost two months after the veteran official was reported detained in a crackdown on
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corruption, says Reuters.

Click here to read the entire article on Reuters
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